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Question 1 What is a shikhara?

Question 5 Give an example of cross-regional influences on architecture in India.

Question 2 What is pietra dura?

Question 3 What is the key feature of a Chahar Bagh garden?

Question 4 Why did the kings in medieval times destroy the temples of the rulers of the 
kingdoms they seized?

Answer : The shikhara is the rising tower in the temple over the sanctum sanctorum, where the 

image of the chief deity of the temple is placed. It is a prominent of temple architecture 

in India.

Answer : The pace of construction activities increased between the eighth and eighteenth 

centuries. With this increased the cross-regional influences on architectural styles. For 

example, the temples of Vrindavan were heavily influenced by the architectural styles of 

the Mughal palaces in Fatehpur Sikri.

Answer : Pietra dura is a form of inlay art, which involves placing hard colored stones into 

depressions carved into marble stone. It has been widely used in Mughal architecture to 

create beautiful ornate designs.

Answer : Chahar Bagh is a style of laying out gardens. In this pattern, the garden is divided into 

four symmetrical quadrants, separated usually with artificial waterways. This style was 

introduced by the first Mughal emperor, Babur.

Answer : Kings in medieval times destroyed the temples of the kingdoms they seized to 

demonstrate their power and glory. Since temples symbolized the power and wealth of a 

king, destroying the temples constructed by an adversary king meant destruction of their 

power.
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Question 6 In what ways did the temples and mosques portray the importance of the
kings that commissioned them? 

Question 7 Explain the change in architectural styles from the seventh to the twelfth centuries.

Question 8 Explain the key elements of Mughal architecture.

Answer : Temples and mosques often served as means for showcasing the wealth and power of the kings.  

The rulers of different kingdoms constructed large beautiful and ornate temples dedicated to 

different deities. These temples were seen as a reflection of the world they ruled.
Islamic mosques had inscriptions portraying the Sultan as the “shadow of God” on earth.  For 

example, an inscription in the Quwwat-al-Islam mosque says that God ordained Alauddin Khilji 

as a king because he had qualities of Moses and Solomon.
Moreover, through temples and mosques, the kings wanted to emphasise their moral right to be 

rulers. They even adopted names of Gods, like Rajarajadeva. Through these places of worship, 

the kings wanted to proclaim their close relation with God and then win the legitimacy of their 

subjects.

Answer : Architectural styles of monuments began to change from the seventh to tenth centuries. 

Architects started adding more rooms, doors and windows to the buildings. 'Trabeate' or 

'corbelled' style of architecture began to be used between eighth and thirteenth centuries. It was 

used in the construction of temples, mosques and tombs.

Two architectural styles became noticeable from the twelfth century onwards:
Ÿ Arcuate Style:  The weight of the superstructure above the doors and windows is borne by 

a number of arches placed below.
Ÿ Use of Limestone Cement: Limestone cement is high quality cement. When mixed with 

stone chips, it hardens into concrete. This enabled faster construction of large structures.

Answer : Two hundred years of Mughal rule in India was accompanied by the construction of numerous 

forts, monuments and gardens throughout the empire. The Mughal emperors developed a new 

genre of architectural construction that combined Islamic, Persian and Indian elements. 

Prominent elements of Mughal architecture are:
Ÿ Chahar Bagh: Chahar bagh is a style of laying out gardens introduced by the first Mughal 

emperor, Babur. In this pattern, the garden is divided into four symmetrical quadrants, 

separated usually with artificial waterways.  Example: Humayun's Tomb
Ÿ Pishtaqs: Pishtaqs are arched recesses on the exterior of a building.  Example: Taj Mahal 

Pietra Dura: Pietra dura is a form of inlay art, which involves placing hard colored stones 

into depressions carved into marble stone. Example: Emperor's throne in Red Fort               
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